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 Broadcast Reality TV
 64 North Row Terrace
 Camden Lock
 London
 NW1 8QQ

Broadcast Reality TV
Real Life – Real Issues – Real Drama

Want to get involved in television production?  Then read on.

As an independent producer of Reality Television, we are always looking to commission new 
programmes.

Currently, we are working on ideas for a programme that is targeted at prime time audiences.  
However, we are aware of the criticisms that are levelled at Reality Television.  It has developed a 
reputation for voyeurism and for exploiting and humiliating people.

We don't want to make a ‘freak show’ and we must avoid the negative stereotypes often seen on 
television.  We don’t want to lose the entertainment value of Reality Television but we do want a 
programme which is informative, educational and encourages positive role models.  Remember an 
important element of Reality Television is the opportunity for interactive participation by the audience.

All we have got so far is the programme title Second Chances.  It is up to you to decide on a format.

It is important that our programme is suitable for prime time family viewing.  So we need to be careful 
about the content of the programme.

We are planning to pilot a six week run in the summer.  Your remit is to come up with a pitch that 
meets our challenge.

An important aspect in considering your idea will be how we are going to market it to the target 
audience.  Don’t forget that a successful Reality Television programme relies heavily on its ability to 
be effectively promoted across the media.
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You have six weeks in which to prepare and then you will be asked to complete four tasks.  
Remember to:

 keep your responses short and focused

 use diagrams/illustrations where appropriate

 provide examples where you can to support your ideas.

The successful pitch will be used for the production of this pilot.

Good luck with this.  We look forward to hearing from you.

Ray Lite: Commissioning Editor
rlite@broadcastrealitytv.co.uk

Turn over 
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Glossary

Commission  To give authority to a person or group to carry out a task on behalf of a 
company, often for payment.

Format The way in which a programme is put together or constructed.

Interactive participation  The ability of a home audience to take part in a television programme 
in order to influence an outcome, eg through digital or telephone 
voting.

Negative stereotype  A critical representation of a group of people.  Stereotyping is a 
labelling process which leads to generalisations which are often unfair 
and can influence what we believe.

Pilot  A prototype programme in a series being considered for transmission.  
The success or otherwise of this trial programme often influences this 
decision.

Pitch  To present a summary of an idea in order to win a commission.

Prime time  Peak viewing time when television attracts its largest audience.

Remit  A task or challenge officially given to someone to undertake.

Role model  The behaviour expected of, or associated with, an individual or group 
in society which can influence others.

Voyeurism  The pleasure we receive from watching others on television in private 
or unrehearsed settings from the distance of our own homes.
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Complete all tasks.

You should spend 45 minutes on Tasks 1(A) and 1(B) and 45 minutes on Tasks 2(A) and 2(B).

Task 1  (A)

0 1  Audience research into Reality Television suggests:

  it is popular because it engages with the lives of ‘real’ people
  audiences enjoy the idea of celebrity

 it provides the opportunity to participate interactively.

 How far do you agree that these are the reasons that Reality Television is so popular?  
Give examples to support your views. (15 marks)

Task 1  (B)

0 2  Bearing in mind the type of programme we are looking for, let’s have your pitch for the 
pilot series of ‘Second Chances’.  You need to think about:

  format
  location/set

 presenter
  characters
  scheduling. (15 marks)

Task 2  (A)

0 3  One of the characteristics of Reality Television is the way in which it is promoted across 
the media: for example breakfast television, chat shows, the popular press, radio, 
websites and blogs.  What are the advantages of this?  Provide some examples to 
support your views. (15 marks)

Task 2  (B)

EITHER

0 4  A strategy for promoting the series ‘Second Chances’ would be through a website.  
Create the homepage for this website.  You should use the A3 design sheet enclosed.

(15 marks)

OR

0 5  A strategy for promoting the series ‘Second Chances’ would be through a 30 second 
trailer to be aired on prime time television.  Create a ten frame storyboard for this trailer.  
You should use the ten frame storyboard sheet enclosed. (15 marks)

END  OF  TASKS

blyons
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Script Commentary 
 
Task 1 
 
This is an excellent response, demonstrating confident knowledge and 
understanding of a range of Reality Television.  The candidate not only addresses all 
three bullet points raised by the question, but moves beyond them to provide a 
genuine debate about the success of Reality Television.  This is an important feature 
of the work which helps to place it at the very top of a Level 6.  The argument 
presented is well organised and uses a range of media terminology throughout. 
 
Marks awarded: 15 
 
 
Task 2 
 
This is an excellent pitch which works very closely with the demands set out in the 
brief.  This is a very important performance indicator in assessing the quality of the 
response for this task and helps to place it at the top of Level 6.  Candidates were set 
the challenge of creating an idea for a programme which could be both educational 
and entertaining.  The candidate focuses very successfully on this twin set of 
demands throughout the pitch and in doing so demonstrates total confidence in 
working with the codes and conventions of Reality Television.  Once again the 
response is well organised, demonstrating independence of thought and total 
confidence in the use of media terminology. 
 
Marks awarded: 15 
 
 
Task 3 
 
This task not only asks candidates to demonstrate knowledge of cross media 
promotion, but to achieve high marks this needs to be accompanied by a secure 
understanding of the advantages it presents and supported by examples.  Once 
again this is an excellent response.  The candidate makes very interesting links 
between promotion, gaining new audiences and securing higher revenues and in 
doing so shows a sophisticated understanding of institutional issues which places it 
at the very top of Level 6. 
 
Marks awarded: 15 
 
 
Task 4 
 
This is a creative storyboard which is totally fit for purpose.  The candidate works 
very closely with the pitch presented in Task 2 and uses the 10 frames very well to 
demonstrate an excellent understanding of the codes and conventions of trailers.  
The voice over is extremely successful in promoting the programme and is closely 
integrated with the visuals presented.  The candidate uses a range of camera shots 
to create a narrative which is well organised and successful in engaging the target 
audience. 
 
Marks awarded: 15 
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